WHY THE BEE COZY?

Winter hive losses are reaching above
the 50% range in many North American
regions. Bee Cozy wraps have been
used successfully during the long
Canadian winters for over 25 years.

PROTECTIVE

EFFICIENT

Supports the bees
through the cold
winters & helps
maintain ambient
temperatures.

Save valuable time
with our slip on, slip
off method!

WHERE TO PURCHASE?
Bee Cozy Winter Hive Wraps are sold
through many distributors across
Canada and United States. For a full
list of our distributors please visit our
website www.NODGLOBAL.com or
call 866 483 2929.
To inquire about becoming a reseller
call 866 483 2929.
Shipping FOB:
Frankford, Ontario | Detroit, Michigan

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
AFFORDABLE

SUSTAINABLE

With a long life
expectancy, annual
costs are minimal.

Built from
environmentally
friendly materials.

+1 866 483 2929
+1 613 398 8422
info@nodglobal.com
To learn more visit:
www.NODGLOBAL.com

NOD APIARY PRODUCTS LTD.
Keeping Honey bees healthy is in everyone’s best
interest for the sake of our food and our future. We
take our cues from nature to develop solutions for
beekeepers that are effective, sustainable, and safe.

PRO™

Healthy Bees. Healthy Planet.
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MITE AWAY QUICK STRIPS® (MAQS) or FORMIC

MA

Treat your bees suffering from Varroa mites with our

WHY INSULATE?

MAXIMIZE YOUR HONEY CROP BY
WINTERIZING YOUR COLONIES.
Healthy, overwintered colonies
produce up to
2x the amount
of honey
compared to
other colonies
and start off
stronger in the
spring.

During winter, bees rotate from
the center to the outer edge of
the cluster.
Wrapping provides the insulating
layer bees need to reduce the
overall rate of heat loss from
the hive while also supplying a
windbreak for breezy locations.
Seam in front
provides
“chimney” for
bees to access
fresh air. Top
and bottom
entrances
are needed
to provide
sufficient
ventilation.

1

CREATE A
BOTTOM
OPENING

Place a 2” nail above
entrance reducer to
lift Cozy up, creating
a bottom entrance.

4

PLACE WRAP
SEAM TO
FRONT

Keep seam to the
front of the colony,
this creates a tunnel
for the bees to move
around.
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TIP COLONIES
FORWARD

Tip colonies forward
slightly with shims
to allow moisture
to run away from
entrance.
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PLACE INNER
COVER PAD

Place inner cover pad
inside a deep inner
cover. Pad can also
work with a shallow
super.
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ROLL AIR OUT
OF WRAP

Roll excess air out of
Cozy so it can slide
on colony more easily
and helps prevent
tears.

6

UNWRAP
AND STORE

Compress and slide
into barrel bags.
Store bags in a dry
location.

